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I. MOTIVATION AND INTRODUCTION OF DEMO

Recent advancements in deep learning architectures for
music [1] [2] and the availability of powerful embedded
computing platforms for low-latency audio processing [3]
[4] [5] [6] have opened up exciting possibilities for new
digital and Smart Musical Instruments [7]. However, deploying
neural networks to various embedded audio platforms remains
a challenge. In particular, while Elk Audio OS [3] on the
Raspberry Pi 4 proved to be a capable platform for deep
learning and audio processing [8] [9] [10], the deployment
process has not been documented yet.

In response, this demo proposal accompanies a systematic
guide to deploying deep learning models for audio on em-
bedded systems using Elk Audio OS. The proposed demo
will cover the entire process, from creating a compatible
code project to executing and diagnosing a VST plugin with
deep learning inference on a Raspberry Pi. The demo will
explore different approaches for real-time execution of deep
learning inference on embedded devices and provide solu-
tions for handling larger neural network models. To facilitate
implementation and future updates, an online repository is
provided1, offering clean code templates, functional exam-
ples, and precompiled library binaries for TensorFlow Lite
and ONNX runtime inference engines. The primary aim of
this demo is to help bridge the gap between deep learning
model development and real-world deployment on embedded
systems [11], fostering the creation of self-contained digital
musical instruments and audio devices equipped with real-
time deep learning capabilities (i.e., embedded AI [12]). By
promoting the deployment of neural networks to embedded
devices, this demo seeks to contribute to the development of
Smart Musical Instruments capable of providing musicians and
audiences with unprecedented services. Attendants will gain
insights into the process of deploying deep learning models
on embedded computers with Elk Audio OS.

II. DETAILS OF THE DEMO

A. Scope and Objectives

The primary goal of this demo is to bridge the gap between
deep learning model development and real-world deployment

1https://github.com/CIMIL/elk-audio-AI-tutorial

on embedded systems, with a focus on enabling real-time deep
learning capabilities in musical instruments and audio devices.
Through practical examples, attendants will gain insights into
the process of deploying deep learning models on embedded
computers using Elk Audio OS. The deployment process is
presented in Fig.1

B. Demo Highlights

1) Creating a Compatible Code Project: attendants will
be guided through the process of setting up a compatible
code project for deploying deep learning models on em-
bedded devices. This step involves selecting appropriate
libraries, dependencies, and configurations for Elk Audio
OS.

2) Cross-compilation for Elk Audio OS: The attendants
will be exposed to the process of cross-compilation of
library dependencies and plugins for Elk Audio OS and
the Raspberry Pi 4.

3) Real-time Execution of Deep Learning Inference:
Attendants will explore different approaches for achiev-
ing real-time execution of deep learning inference on
embedded devices and different modes of execution.
Neural network optimization for low-latency real-time
execution will be discussed.

4) Diagnostic process: The demo will discuss how to
diagnose a VST plugin with real-time inference on a
Raspberry Pi 4 running Elk Audio OS, showcasing real-
world application scenarios for deep learning in audio
processing.

C. Online Repository
An online repository will be provided to facilitate im-

plementation and support future updates. It contains clean
code templates, functional examples, and precompiled library
binaries for TensorFlow Lite and ONNX runtime inference
engines. Attendants can access these resources for further
exploration and experimentation.

D. Benefits
By attending this demo, attendants will:
• Gain practical knowledge and skills in deploying deep

learning models on embedded systems with Elk Audio
OS.

https://github.com/CIMIL/elk-audio-AI-tutorial
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Fig. 1. Diagram depicting the deployment process for a deep learning model to an embedded device running Elk Audio OS. Plugin and dependency
compilation happens on a Host computer (top left), where the Elk-PI toolchain allows to cross-compile the source code. Library binaries are linked during
plugin compilation, which produces the binary file for a VST plugin that can execute on the target device (right). The compiled plugin has to be moved to
the embedded computer running Elk Audio OS, where Elk’s DAW Sushi can be configured to load it into a new track and process audio in real-time. The
lower part represents the training, testing, and model export phases required for either TensorFlow or frameworks that export to the ONNX format, such as
Pytorch. Dashed arrows labeled as 1 and 2 represent two distinct options for model integration: in option 1 the deep learning model gets integrated as JUCE
BinaryData into the plugin’s binary, while for option 2 the model can be simply copied to the device. For the latter, the plugin code must load the model
from a path relative to the target’s folder structure.

• Understand the challenges and solutions for achieving
real-time execution of neural networks in musical instru-
ments and audio devices.

• Explore real-world use cases and applications of deep
learning in audio processing.
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